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Introduction
Quality, zest for life, tradition and a cosmopolitan approach – that’s what the ERDINGER
Weissbräu private brewery stands for. Our passion for the Bavarian art of brewing has
guaranteed the excellent quality of our wheat beer for more than 130 years. ERDINGER
does not license its beer and all of our wheat beer specialities are brewed and bottled
in Erding, Germany.
Werner Brombach runs the company and always stays true to himself and his brewery.
Nothing is more important than the quality and taste of his wheat beers. As a traditional
brewery, we make no compromises when it comes to the Bavarian Purity Law, our topclass ingredients and our passion for Bavaria’s cultural heritage in the form of “weissbier”. Werner Brombach is a genuine entrepreneur and reliable employer to more than
500 employees. Our brewery tours feature portraits of employees who have been helping
make the brewery a success for 20 years and more.
Beer is one of the most important sources of revenue in the culinary industry. It helps
bring people together and creates a relaxed, social atmosphere.
This is partially due to the fact that, as a mildly alcoholic, carbonated beverage, beer is the
perfect thirst-quencher and an excellent addition to a meal. Quality is king in Erding. This
focus on quality guarantees that our customers get the best beer on tap. Our beer is brewed
in line with the following quality standards:
• Water from our own deep wells
• Carefully selected malted wheat and barley
• The finest aromatic hops from the Hallertau region
• The best yeast strains, top-fermenting and bottom-fermenting
• Balanced maturation
• Refreshing carbonation
• Can, keg and bottle fermentation
• State-of-the-art sensor technology
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Perfect conditions
for draft beer
Beer temperature

6 °C

Line diameter

10 mm

Compressed gas

CO2

Consumption

1 keg in 3 days (35 hl / year / type based on 30-liter keg)
Lines:
every 14 days, mechanically with cleaning chemicals,
every year, acidic

Cleaning

Coupler:
each time a keg is tapped or removed
Tap:
daily

Flow rate

3 litres / minute

• Line cooling system including insulation for entire tap system.
• The wheat beer keg next in line to be tapped should be stored upside down
(for yeast distribution).
• Mechanical cleaning with cleaning chemicals to thoroughly clean the lines if the
system has been out of use for longer periods of time (longer than 3 weeks).
• Use a suitable cleaner to make sure the quality of the foam is not compromised.
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Equipment
Protection tube
Wall board

Wall bracket for
coupler

Line cooling system
Air conditioning
with themostat
Cold-water hook-up

Intermediate pressure
control unit

Drain

Skirting protection

Gas leak
detection system

Figure 1: An organised cold-storage room

• Only beverages are to be stored in the cold-storage room.
• The temperature of the cold-storage room should be kept at a constant 6 °C.
• There must be a water hook-up and drainage in the cold-storage room –
or in the immediate vicinity.
• The floor needs to be impermeable and the walls easy to clean.
• Keg storage should be organised to guarantee that the older kegs are used first.
New keg deliveries take between 24 and 48 hours to cool, depending on their size.
• Only install rising or self-draining lines.
• A gas-leak detection system and warning signs should be properly installed for
personal safety.
• Make sure you keep the door open when in the cold-storage room.
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CO2-tanks with wall
bracket

Other equipment:
• 10 mm polyethylene line: Less frictional loss than 7 mm (factor 5)
• Cornelius BT100 or CMB V10 tap
• Coupler for basket fittings
• Secondary cooling system (trunk line)
In some cases it might make sense to install a different open tap model. However, this involves
other requirements than when using a compensator tap. The environmental conditions need to
be kept constant. We highly recommend consulting an ERDINGER draft beer specialist.

Figure 2: Coupler (basket)

Figure 3: BT100 tap

Figure 4: CMB V10 tap
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Pressure settings
In order to ensure top-quality draft beer in the glass and for the customer, it is important to
set the correct operating pressure. If the pressure is too low or too high, it will result in too
much foaming in the glass. The correct operating pressure is calculated by taking the carbon
dioxide content of the beer, the temperature of the beer in the keg, the diameter of the beer
line, the length of the beer line, the difference in height from the bottom of the keg to the tap
and the prescribed safety factor of 0.2 bar.

Temperature

ERDINGER Hefeweissbier
ERDINGER Dunkel

ERDINGER Urweisse

Temperature

ERDINGER Hefeweissbier
ERDINGER Dunkel

ERDINGER Urweisse

Saturation pressure (in bar) at different temperatures:

2 °C

1.37

1.2

17 °C

2.89

2.61

3 °C

1.46

1.28

18 °C

3.01

2.72

4 °C

1.54

1.36

19 °C

3.14

2.84

5 °C

1.63

1.44

20 °C

3.26

2.96

6 °C

1.72

1.53

21 °C

3.4

3.08

7 °C

1.81

1.61

22 °C

3.53

3.21

8 °C

1.91

1.7

23 °C

3.67

3.33

9 °C

2.01

1.79

24 °C

3.81

3.47

10 °C

2.11

1.88

25 °C

3.95

3.6

11 °C

2.21

1.98

26 °C

4.1

3.74

12 °C

2.32

2.08

27 °C

4.25

3.88

13 °C

2.42

2.18

28 °C

4.41

4.02

14 °C

2.54

2.28

29 °C

4.57

4.17

15 °C

2.65

2.39

30 °C

4.73

4.32

16 °C

2.77

2.5

31 °C

4.89

4.47

* At 18° C, the carbonation pressure of ERDINGER Weissbier is already as high
as the maximum permissible operating pressure for draft beer equipment.
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Saturation pressure is defined as the amount of pressure required to maintain the CO2 levels
in the beer. Two factors need to be kept in mind: The beer’s CO2 content and temperature.
CO2 levels are most effectively maintained when pure CO2 is used as the compressed gas. CO2
also keeps beer carbonated and tasting fresh, which is what brewers in Germany refer to as
„Rezens“. When setting the operating pressure, make sure that the beer has enough
CO2 carbonation all the way from keg to glass. Each beer has its own saturation pressure!
Frictional loss:
10 mm line

7 mm line

4 mm line

3 / 16 in

3 / 8 in

0.01 bar / m

0.05 bar / m

0.70 bar / m

2.2 PSI / ft

0.2 PSI / ft

Height loss:: 		
0.1 bar / m			
0.44 PSI / ft
Safety factor:
0.2 bar (for elbow fittings. etc.) 0.88 PSI / ft
Operating pressure = saturation pressure + friction loss + height pressure loss + safety factor

Sample calculation of pressure setting:
System details

Example

Temperature

6 °C

Line diameter

10 mm

Line length

6m

Height

4m

Saturation pressure:
Height Pressure loss:
Frictional loss::		
Safety factor:		

Your system

1.7 bar
4 m x 0.1 bar / m = 0.4 bar
6 m x 0.01 bar / m = 0.06 bar
0.2 bar
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Calculation

Example

Saturation pressure

1.70 bar

Frictional loss

0.06 bar

Height Pressure loss

0.40 bar

Safety factor

0.20 bar

Operating pressure

2.36 bar

Your system

Same with line diameter of 7 mm:
Frictional loss: 6 m x 0.05 bar / m = 0.3 bar

Operating pressure = 1.7 bar + 0.3 bar + 0.4 bar + 0.2 bar = 2.60 bar
Operating pressure strongly depends on line diameter, line length, temperature and height
difference between keg and tap. We recommend selecting the largest line diameter possible
to limit the amount of pressure needed. However, smaller diameters may work better if using
an open tap.

Check out the new
ERDINGER operating pressure app!
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Operating pressure
based on beer temperature and line length
7,00
6,00
6°C / 4 mm

Pressure (bar)

5,00

6°C / 7 mm
6°C / 10 mm

4,00

20°C / 4 mm
20°C / 7 mm

3,00

20°C / 10 mm

2,00
1,00

3

4

5
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7

8
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Figure 5: Pressure diagram 1

Operating pressure based on
beer temperature and height (lenght: 6 m)
7,00
6,00
6°C / 4 mm

Pressure (bar)

5,00

6°C / 7 mm
6°C / 10 mm

4,00

20°C / 4 mm *
20°C / 7 mm

3,00

20°C / 10 mm
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Figure 6: Pressure diagram 2
* The graph coordinate 20° C / 4 mm is outside the displayed area.
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Cleaning
Object to be cleaned How to clean

When to clean

Person responsible

Tap

Tap water, brush,
tap pump

Daily or more
often as needed

Person using the equipment & person responsible
for cleaning the equipment

Counter & sinks for
washing glasses &
spray rinser

Tap water &
appropriate
cleaning product

Daily, or more
often as needed

Person using the
equipment

Coupler

Tap water & brush

Each time a keg
is tapped

Person using the equipment & person responsible
for cleaning the equipment

Beer line

Mechanically using
cleaning chemicals

Every 14 days

Person using the equipment & person responsible
for cleaning the equipment

Keg storage room

Water & appropriate
cleaning product

As needed

Person using the
equipment

Coupler: Mechanically with special brush and running water.

Figure 7: Beer coupler brush

Figure 8: Dirty coupler

Figure 9: Cleaning the coupler

All parts that come into contact with air should be cleaned mechanically as build-up happens
more quickly. Hard-to-reach areas need to be cleaned as well with special attention paid to
these areas when cleaning.
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Lines: Mechanically with cleaning chemicals every 14 days – mechanical cleaning alone is
not enough! Acidic cleaning every 6 months (removal of anorganic residues).
The following pictures show a line that is heavily contaminated with dirt even though it has
been cleaned regular chemically. Through a chemical-mechanical cleaning the dirt was
removed. For comparison bottles of water, the cleaning solution, wheat beer, lager beer and
the cleaning water with the removed dirt of both lines are displayed.

Figure 10: Dirty beer line*

Figure 11: Effective mechanical cleaning with cleaning chemicals*

* The lines depicted here come from a 15-m trunk line in use for 12 years and cleaned only with cleaning
chemicals. Daily throughput was 50 litres/keg/beer type.
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Table of cleaning effectiveness using ideal vs. insufficient cleaning practises.

B
bacterial count

Bacterial count

average bacterial
count
taste threshold

A

C
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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12

13

14

15

Time (days)

Figure 12: Bacteria count using ideal cleaning practices

A:
Starting point
A-B: Pollution increases over time.
B:
The equipment is cleaned – The goal is to return the system to state C.

bacterial count

Bacterial count

average bacterial
count
taste threshold

0

7

14

21

28

35

Time (days)

Figure 13: Bacteria count using insufficient cleaning practices
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In figure 13 the equipment is not returned to state C by cleaning. This happens again and
again each time the equipment is cleaned. As a result, the average bacteria count rises and
the threshold taste number is exceeded (negative effect on the original taste of the beer).
Additional cleaning will not improve the situation at this point.
Please be sure to clean the equipment precisely according to the instructions provided by
the manufacturer of the cleaning product you are using. This is the only way to guarantee
that the equipment is cleaned effectively. Please also make sure to keep your cleaning
equipment clean as well.
Tip: Use the tap pump to flush and disinfect daily. Take apart completely and clean each time
you clean the lines.

Figure 14: Dirty tap

Figure 15: Tap pump
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Spray rinser: Clean daily and descale regularly.
Line installation: FOBs, pumps, etc., must be cleaned separately!

Figure 16: Dirty beer line

Figure 17: Dirty FOB
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Glasses: 
Clean with special cleaning products. Rinse afterward with cold, clear water.
It’s easy to recognise a glass that has not been properly cleaned:
• Drops will appear in a freshly cleaned glass instead of a sealed film of water.
• Bubbles form on the sides of the glass (after the beer has been poured).
• No rings of foam appear on the sides of the glass while drinking.

Figure 18: Drops in the glass

Figure 19: Sealed film of water

Figure 20: Beer glass with rings of foam

Figure 21: How it should look
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We recommend cleaning the equipment more frequently
under the following conditions:
• Low output
• Longer pauses between use
• System has not been ideally installed
• Poor environmental conditions
Typical mistakes during cleaning:
• Using too much or not enough cleaner
• Not letting the cleaner sit long enough before rinsing
• Using the wrong size of sponge balls
• Reusing sponge balls
• Using the wrong cleaning product

Figure 22: Bevi Profi for full chemical and mechanical cleaning of beverage lines.
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Maintainence
Check every two years:
• Beer lines
• Seals
• Technical maintenance service
• Continuous chiller / secondary cooling system
• Pressure regulator
Check daily:
• CO2 pressure and contents of CO2 tank.
• Temperature of cold-storage room and secondary cooling system.
• Water level of continuous chiller / secondary cooling system.
Typical abnormal odours and flavors:
• Vinegar odour (tap & coupler)
• Lactic acid odour (beer line hygiene problem)
• Rancid (beer line hygiene problem)
• Medicine taste (disinfectant residue)
• Rancid (hygiene problem beer line)
• Taste of medicine (disinfectant residue)
Always contact an expert if you detect any of the above!
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Mixed gas
Mixed gas should only be used in exceptional cases. Reasons not to use mixed gas:
• Available mixture ratios (70/30, 50/50 N2/CO2) are not suitable. The mixture ratio must
be calculated individually for each draft beer system.
• Mixed gas is more expensive than CO2.
• Operating pressure may be higher than permissible.
• Mixed gas often conceals design issues of draft beer systems (e.g. heavily foaming beer).
However, the actual problem is not solved.
Mixed gas and mixture ratio:
Required CO2 concentration for mixed gas at: 6 °C, 4 m height, 10 mm line diameter and
6 m line length.

C

(saturation pressure+1bar)
=
=
CO (pressure loss+saturation pressure+1bar)

2.7 bar
3.4 bar

=

80 %

C

N2

(Pressure loss)
=
=
(pressure loss+saturation pressure+1bar)

0.66 bar
3.36 bar

=

20 %

2

If mixed gas is used, it must be mixed on site preferably using your own mixer. The mixer
must be configured by an expert who can precisely adapt the mixture ratio to the existing
conditions. In general it is important to make sure that the share of CO2 is higher than the
share of nitrogen.
Regarding costs:
Pouring 100 liters of beer with CO2 costs an average of Euro 1.70. A 10-kg tank of CO2 can
be used for around 1,330 litres of beer. When using mixed gas, gas consumption is around
three times as high.
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How to pour an ERDINGER
First, rinse the glass well with cold water.

Then hold the glass under the tap at a roughly 45° angle and pour the
beer along the side of the glass. The flow rate can be adjusted at the tap
so the beer pours into the glass at a slower rate.

When the glass is around 80% full, tilt it back into a vertical position. Keep
pouring until the head has formed on the beer.

The perfect glass of ERDINGER Weissbier is served with the logo facing the
customer.

When a beer is poured correctly, the foam setting does not need to be used.
The glass should be filled with beer to the calibration mark. The head starts
above the calibration mark.
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How ERDINGER Weißbier
specialities are supposed to taste
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The original since 1886.
Every sip leaves you wanting more – ERDINGER Weissbier with fine yeast is
the crowning glory of traditional Bavarian brewing skills. Our classic wheat
beer blends gently spicy malt aromas with mildly bitter hops. ERDINGER’s
unique brewing yeasts provide the fruity notes and unmistakably fresh flavor.
During the traditional bottle fermentation process, our beer has plenty of
time to develop its wonderfully lively character and the harmonious interplay of its aromas. The result: a wheat beer like no other!
Appearance:
fresh and radiant yellow colour, fine yeast clouding, compact froth
Flavor:
gently spicy malt aromas, fruity notes, subtle sweetness, mild and
elegant, slightly hoppy, refreshingly lively acidic note on the palate
Mouthfeel:
full-bodied; lively and sparkling carbonic acid, hoppy note
rounds out long-lasting flavor in the mouth

Did you know?
The recipe for our classic ERDINGER Weissbier is as old as the
private brewery itself, i.e. over 130 years old.
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A speciality for connoisseurs.
This wheat beer is calm and confident. Strong, dark and exceptionally
harmonious. ERDINGER Dunkel owes its strong character to carefully
selected dark wheat and barley malts with their refined roasting aromas.
Deliciously smooth with a long-lasting finish!
Appearance:
lustrous, deep dark-brown, creamy head
Flavor:
malty, notes of fresh farmhouse bread, subtle nutty flavor,
roasting aromas, delicate bitterness, wellbalanced between
slightly sweet and pleasantly fresh
Mouthfeel:
exceptionally harmonious, smooth, with refreshing
finish, full-bodied

Did you know?
ERDINGER Dunkel is a specially crafted present of our brewmasters for
owner Werner Brombach’s 50th birthday. The recipient was so thrilled that
he decided to put it on the market in 1990.
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In good old Bavarian style.
Our wheat beer for all who love strong Bavarian yeast notes! Its distinctive
top-fermenting beer profile bears hints of ripe banana and clove typical of
wheat beers. Our brewmasters use caramel malt for ERDINGER
Urweisse. Its slightly roasted flavor gives it a hearty character – for fullbodied and delicious enjoyment! And the slightly higher carbonic acid content makes it a sparkling taste sensation.
Appearance:
dark amber, full cloudiness typical of wheat beers,
cream-coloured head
Flavor:
strong yeast note, cloves, ripe banana, caramel
Mouthfeel:
full-bodied, coating; contains slightly more carbonic
acid than other cloudy ERDINGER wheat beers,
making it particularly lively

Did you know?
Our brewmasters use an original recipe for ERDINGER Urweisse from the
days of the brewery’s foundation! Our “Greeting from the brewery’s history”
is filled into the tried and trusted Euro bottle.
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Terminology
Over-carbonation: When beer absorbs an excessive amount of carbon dioxide while the
keg is connected to the draft system. Over-carbonation reduces the quality of the beer. In
severe cases it can lead to issues with the draft system. It is therefore important that the
operating pressure exceeds saturation pressure by as little as possible and that the kegs are
emptied as quickly as possible after being hooked up.
Operating pressure: The set pressure of a draft system. It may at no time exceed the
permitted maximum pressure of the weakest component. The correct operating pressure
is calculated based on saturation pressure, line length, line diameter, height difference
and the safety factor.
Secondary cooling system: A secondary cooling system consists of a cooling unit and
an isolated line bundle (trunk line), through which beer and cooling water run parallel
to each other. It is used when the beer line does not run through areas that are not already
cooled (e.g. cold-storage room, refrigerated counter), as temperature fluctuations on the
way to the tap cause problems when pouring the beer. The temperature of the water bath
used by the secondary cooling system varies from 0 to 3° C. If possible, distilled water
should be used.
CO2: The chemical formula for carbon dioxide, better known in the context of carbonation.
It forms during fermentation and makes for the refreshing sparkle you experience when
drinking beer. That is why it is so important that the beer is poured so that the beer has the
right amount of CO2 carbonation. Special safety measures must be taken when using CO2 to
prevent carbonation at harmful levels.
DIN 6650: The DIN 6650 standard was developed by a committee of experts from the
beverage and supply industry. It specifies the state of the art for beverage draft systems and
is continuously updated. This German industry norm is not a regulation. It nevertheless
should be considered binding as draft systems must be set up and operated in line with
the state of the art (country-specific).
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Continuous chiller: Particularly used in mobile draft systems (e.g. at fairs, beer festivals).
When used in fixed systems, the temperature in the keg cold-storage room must be kept
constant.
Pressure: Pressure is generated by means of CO2, on the one hand to prevent the CO2 that
forms naturally during fermentation from escaping (saturation pressure) and on the other
to convey the beer from the keg to the tap (feed pressure). The operating pressure is
adjusted at the intermediate pressure control valve in line with the saturation and feed
pressure. Operating pressure is calculated based on the following values: Carbon dioxide
content and storage temperature of the beer, height difference, line length and line diameter.
Pressure regulator: Regulates the high pressure in the compressed gas cylinder to the
maximum pressure permissible for the draft system (ideally below 3 bar). For reasons of
safety, the pressure regulator should always be wall-mounted. It makes sense to use an
intermediate pressure control valve to regulate the operating pressure required for
individual lines or beer types rather than a pressure regulator.
Installed parts: Coil, flow meter, compensator, pumps, FOB, etc.
Fitting: In modern kegs, the fitting has replaced the former beer spear. Unlike the beer
spear, the fitting is permanently built into the keg. We distinguish between flat, basket and
combination fittings. Accordingly, there are different types of couplers.
Gas mixer: Produces a gas mixture of CO2 and N2. As ready-made gas mixtures do not
meet the requirements (they do not maintain beer CO2 levels), using a gas mixer is the
only way to operate draft systems with mixed gas without a loss in quality.
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Threshold taste number: Indicates the minimum concentration of a substance necessary
to be tasted.
Tap: There are various types of taps. A distinction is made between taps with and without
compensators. Please note that the type of tap also has an influence on the design of the draft
system (operating pressure at the compensator tap must be at least as high as saturation
pressure. Pressure must be released entirely before the beer reaches an open tap).
High-pressure line: Used to connect the CO2 or the N2 tank to the pressure regulator.
It is usually tested to 200 bar. High-pressure lines are usually used if the pressure regulator
is wall-mounted.
Compensator: A compensator is a long object installed in compensator taps. It forms a
ring-shaped gap in the line, the size of which can be adjusted with a small lever. The volume
flow can be varied and the tap can be adjusted to different conditions.
Line diameter: Beer lines are available with various interior diameters. At ERDINGER
Weissbräu, we prefer using those with a diameter of 10 mm. The important factor is that the
nominal diameter stays the same along the entire length of the line, as chemical-mechanical
cleaning with sponge balls is otherwise not possible.
Mixed gas: Mixtures of carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2) can only be used in
certain cases to prevent over-carbonation of beer (in case of long storage times). The typical
prepared mixtures, however, are rarely advisable as their CO2 content is too low due to
technical reasons.
Trunk line: Consists of an isolated line bundle through which beer and cooling water lines
run parallel to each other.
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Cleaning: According to the DIN 6650 standard, draft systems should be cleaned as required
but at least every seven days. They usually require cleaning more often than once a week.
Parts that come into contact with both beer and air (tap outlet) need to be cleaned every
day; the coupler requires cleaning every time the keg is changed.
Rezens: This German term indicates a certain level of carbonation a beer has due to its CO2
content. If the beer is poured incorrectly, the Rezens is lost and the beer goes flat.
Coil: A component used in some draft systems, in which the beer lines are coiled in a tight
radius. This causes a reduction in pressure and decreases volume flow.
Coupler: The coupler is the fitting’s counterpart. It is attached to the fitting in order to
connect the keg. The coupler must be cleaned every time a new keg is hooked up. The beer
line and the compressed gas line are connected to it.
Intermediate pressure control unit: Used to precisely adjust the operating pressure
required for the beer line. Every beer line should be equipped with its own intermediate
pressure control unit.

Source of terms: Getränkeschankanlagen Praxishandbuch, Beuth Verlag GmbH 2002
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Installing your draft system
Please adhere to the following when installing your draft system.
Cold-storage room:
• Must allow for venting (risk of suffocation!)
• Walls and floors must be easy to clean (e.g. tiles)
• Floor drain with odour trap (slope towards drain)
• Water hook-up in or in close proximity of the cold-storage room
• Insulate sufficiently to reduce power consumption
Feed gas cylinder:
• Position outside of cooling room
• Must be mounted in upright position and secured against accidents (e.g. with a chain)
• Do not position or store close to heat sources
• Equip with captive CO2 wrench
Pressure regulator:
• Install directly on gas cylinder or on a wall
• Must be easily accessible and highly visible
• Do not kink upstream pressure lines
• Install information and warning signs
Wall panel for installing required fixtures:
• Do not mount directly on wall. Leave small gap between panel and wall.
• Leave sufficient space for each intermediate pressure control unit
• Number lines consecutively (from left to right or according to draft tower)
• Beer line from coupler to shut-off valve should not be longer than necessary
• Mount wall brackets for couplers
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Installing lines:
• Lines should always be kept as short as possible and installed as self-draining
• Avoid unnecessary connection points along the line to the tap
(one uninterrupted line from the wall bracket)
• Mount shut-off valve on wall panel between movable part of beer line and trunk line
• Place lines in empty pipe to facilitate subsequent replacement.
• Any damage to the insulation should be repaired by an expert
Secondary cooling system and continuous chiller:
• Do not install cooling units in cold-storage room (except planetary cooler)
• Must be installed in well-vented locations (especially ventilation slots)
• Install continuous chiller as close to keg as possible
• Do not install secondary cooling units and continuous chillers in locations susceptible to
frost (e.g. outdoor areas, unheated cellars, etc.)
• Temperature and water level gauge must be easily visible. It must be possible to refill the
water in secondary cooling units and wet chillers.
• Water flow and return flow lines should be insulated to avoid condensation
Draft tower and taps:
• Tower must be firmly mounted to the counter The counter and the base must be sealed
against humidity.
• Make sure that beer lines and insulating layers do not get pinched
• Insulate beer lines up to the inlet nozzle of the tap
• Number taps according to numbering in beer storage room (from left to right)

Relevant legal provisions are too complex to be discussed in detail in this
document. Please review the laws and provisions pertaining to your country and
install your equipment accordingly.

Source: Getränkeschankanlagen Praxishandbuch, Beuth Verlag GmbH 2002
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Troubleshooting
1. No beer is coming out of the tap
Cause
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Solution

The compensator at the tap is closed

Open compensator to the required
flow volume

The coupler is not connected

Place the coupler on top of the keg
and connect

The ball valve at the coupler is closed

Open ball valve

There is a kink in the beer line

Check beer line

The ball valve at the pressure regulator
is closed

Open ball valve

There is a kink in the CO2 line; gas flow
is blocked

Check CO2 line

Pressure setting for pressure regulator
is too low

Adjust pressure to required operating
pressure

The beer line is frozen

Turn off (secondary) cooling and allow
beer line to defrost. Check cooling
afterwards
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2. Beer is too foamy
Cause

Solution

The glass is being held at the wrong angle

Hold the glass tilted at a 45 degree angle
when pouring, please instruct staff
accordingly

The beer is too warm

Check the cooling equipment and plug in
secondary cooling device if necessary; please
adhere to the first-in-first-out principle for
new kegs!

The operating pressure is too high and the
beer is over-carbonated

Tap a new keg and adjust operating pressure

The tap is dirty

Clean tap

Undesired material in the line
(pieces of seal, dirt)

Remove pieces of seal or dirt, clean line

Beer is being „squashed“

Instruct staff, ensure that tap is fully open

The compensator at the tap is open too far,
the beer is flowing too fast

Use adjusting screw to set the required flow
volume

Glass is too warm / dusty

Use rinsing sink or spray rinser to cool down
glasses

Operating pressure is too low

Adjust pressure to required level

Pressure regulator is frozen

Use larger pressure regulator

Pressure regulator is defective

Check pressure regulator and replace if
necessary

There is too much distance between the
glass and the tap when you pour

Hold the glass closer to the tap
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3. The beer is not foamy enough
Cause

Solution

The beer has been poured wrong

Fill the glass to about two – thirds of the
volume, let foam sit for about 30 to 60
seconds, then top up the glass. Instruct
staff accordingly

Saturation pressure is too low, CO2 pressure
at the keg is too low

Adjust pressure to required level
(saturation table)

Glass has not been cleaned properly
(lipstick marks, grease residues)

Clean glasses thoroughly with hot water

Use of wrong rinsing agent (foam-preventing
substances)

Use rinsing agent suitable for cleaning beer
glasses e. g. Dr Becher brand

Beer line is dirty, foam does not build due to
microorganisms

Thoroughly clean all lines and components

4. The beer is flat
Cause
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Solution

Saturation pressure is too low, CO2 pressure
at the keg is too low

Adjust pressure to required level

A hole in the CO2 line is preventing
gas flow

Check CO2 line
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5. The beer has an abnormal odour or flavour
Cause

Solution

The beer line, the coupler and/or the tap
are dirty, the beer tastes and smells sour or
buttery

Draft system must be cleaned immediately!

The line wasn’t rinsed sufficiently with clear
water after cleaning (cleaning residues)

Clean the line again and rinse it with
sufficient amounts of clean water

The CO2 line is dirty (e.g. mold, etc.)

Let CO2 blow into a glass of water and
carry out a sensory analysis. In case of any
findings, clean or replace the CO2 lines!

6. Issues with the continuous chiller
Cause

Solution

There is no beer coming out of the tap

Open CO2 tank, open ball valve at the pressure
regulator, change CO2 tank, take keg off, attach
new keg, check whether continuous chiller
has frozen, set compensator to required flow
volume

Beer is too foamy

Plug in continuous chiller, set to correct
temperature, open CO2 tank, open ball valve at
the pressure regulator, change CO2 tank, use
pressure regulator to increase pressure, do
not store keg in direct sunlight, check water
level (when using a wet chiller)

The beer is not foamy enough

Slightly turn up the temperature on the
chiller, hold the glass further down when
pouring to create foam, check whether the
beer has gone off

Beer is too warm

Plug in continuous chiller, do not expose to
strong sunlight, use a more powerful chiller,
check water level when using a wet chiller. If
possible, pre-cool the kegs
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